Colorado SAFETY WILD
Colorado Chapter Launches Safety Ambassador Initiative

ARE YOU READY TO TAKE THE SAFETY WILD CHALLENGE???

MAY’S - SAFETY WILD CHALLENGE

Safety Evaluation

As we begin to kick off our Safety Wild Challenge, I would encourage everyone to commit to evaluating your operations or facilities this month. This is only for you to inspect your operation and see if there is an area you would like to improve in making your work zone a safer environment for the employees and co-workers in your program. This will be the first step towards taking the Safety Wild Challenge and see if you are truly being Safety Wild in the work place!!!

- Transfer Stations – PPE, tipping floor rules and procedures.
- Scale House – PPE, waste screening, standard operating procedures (SOPs).
- Recycle – PPE, material recovery facility (MRF) tipping floor rules and procedures, recycle drop off centers, handling special waste, household hazardous waste (HHW), E-Waste.
- Composting – PPE, SOP’s, best management practices (BMPs), mixing pad procedures, loader, windrow turner safety and screens.
- Contractors, Consultants & Regulators – PPE, health and safety plans & communications.

Please keep in mind that everyone’s operation or business is unique and may have different policies or guidelines. These are only suggestions and observations that could be relevant to your specific operation. Over the next few months we will dive into these individual programs and discuss safety topics pertaining to each operation once you have had time to evaluate and take the Safety Challenge. This will give us all the opportunity to see how we are doing and if we truly have a Safety Wild Zone in our workplace. Safety is the biggest way you can invest in your employees – Work Safely and Arrive Home Safely!!!!